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Brief History

Operations

 
Initially the website was focused on providing information to Insafians, we 
designed info-graphics, recorded PTI events and produced videos online, we 

almost were present in all major PTI jalsas and protest throughout the country, 
including the PTI Waziristan March, and now the Azadi March.  

Our work involved
Research & Media Monitoring 
Design Creative Info Graphics 
Produce Videos 

Car Designs 
Product Designs 

Before the general elections 2013 we worked on various campaigns. We 
are providing brief information of these campaigns

IsupportPTI.com was founded on 30 October 2011, 
after Pakistan Tehreek -e- Insaf’s tremendous public 
gathering at Minar-e-Pakistan. iSupportPTI.com 
was formed by Bilal Siddiq (CEO genexbs.com) who 
decided to take extra steps to support Imran Khan’s 
PTI and bring the badly needed change in the country. 
Bilal found himself surrounded by many PTI supporters 
who liked the idea to take extra steps to support PTI. We 
haven’t looked back ever since and our struggle for the 
success of PTI continues in different ways. During this time 
we worked with independent PTI supporters as well as official 
PTI groups such as PTI Women Wing, ISF, Insaf Professionals 
Forum, PTI overseas chapters and the chairman PTI Imran 
Khan on a couple of occasions. 

IsupportPTI.com is owned  by Genex Business Solutions which is 
an information technology company based in Pakistan. 
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Wada Do Band Lo

Camps were setup in different locations in Lahore and more than 
200 thousand wrist bands were distributed in Lahore and some other 
cities as well. The band was given after a verbal promise to vote 
and support Imran Khan. The campaign was funded by Pakistani 
Americans, and was conducted the the cooperation of ISF Lahore 
and PTI Women Wing. We designed the wristbands, outdoor flex 
designs, video recording of different camps and online promotion.

Wada Do Band Lo was a very successful campaign which showed 
us the public support well before the polling day. People were loving 
the wristbands and these were distributed in Lahore, specially 
NA122 of Imran Khan. 

Multimedia Outreach Vans were also funded 
by Pakistani Americans and we designed 
around 25 Suzuki Vans, these VANS were 
equipped with digital screens, good sound 
system, wireless mic, and UPS. The VANS 
were used to spread the message of Imran 
khan in the cities as well as remote areas. We 
designed the VANS, provided digital media 
to play on them, helped in scheduling VANS 
in different areas. Again ISF coordinated the 
VANS movement and activities.

Multimedia Outreach Vans (MOV) 
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PTI Car Sticker Campaign

iSupportPTI team funded this campaign and printed more than 
50 thousand PTI Car Stickers “VOTE FOR BAT”. These car 
stickers were distributed for FREE. We used to spend 2 hours 
daily at liberty roundabout in Lahore and the traffic used to jam 
as everyone wanted PTI stickers. More also we distributed 
these stickers among PTI candidates and supporters in 
different areas.  

We formed an email list, including the PTI 
leadership, Chairman Imran Khan, PTI Overseas 
members and the people who signed up from 
our website. We sent daily email alerts to the 
subscribers list. This service is discontinued now 
and we only send email alerts occasionally about 
important updates. 

We produced a number of videos, including PTI events, Jalsas, PTI leadership messages, PTI 
songs videos, and more. 

Visit www.facebook.com/iSupportPTI/videos to our video productions. 

Insaf Newsletter 

Videos
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PTI Poster

We funded this campaign and printed PTI INQILAB posters for 11th 
May Election with big Imran Khan picture on it. We pasted this poster 
for FREE in different markets, also gave this poster for FREE to 
many PTI candidates to use in their areas. 

Recently we have also launched an online store to provide PTI merchandise to Insafians all over 
the world. We are shipping worldwide and the products are being added on daily basis. The 
overwhelming demand of PTI products needs to be looked after and we are planning to expand 
our online store with creative, new and cost effective PTI products. Which people can use to show 
their support for PTI and share the message of change with others. 

Online Store
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What is Next? 

Sky is the limit and we are ready to go to any extent in support of Imran Khan’s PTI. We wish every 
Pakistani should stand up to the task and play their role no matter how big or small. Contribution to 
the cause of safeguarding and rebuilding the nation is a duty of us all. We want to live up to it and 
do whatever we can. Let’s join hands and reach beyond our limitations and strengthen Pakistan’s 
cause. 

We are open to ideas, suggestions and teamwork. We are working on new creative ideas to 
spread the message of revolutionary change in Pakistan with Imran Khan. We are proud of Imran 
Khan and all PTI members, supporters, and volunteers.
 
Thank you for reviewing our profile, 

Muhammad Bilal Siddiq 

Email: Contact@isupportpti.com    
Web: www.isupportpti.com
Facebook.com/isupportpti
Twitter.com/isupportpti
Phone: 923214631972


